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Don’t Risk Churners and Burners
With unemployment holding at record lows, it is getting harder for Retailers to find a team member that
is a perfect fit for their business. Australia’s leading Retail Business Development Company, Achievers
Group, is overcoming this by teaming up with Spin Personnel to ensure Retailers get the employee they
are looking for every time!
A customer focused, dedicated, hard working employee goes a long to providing a Retailer with
continuing success. But without the help of a Retail-focused Recruitment Company this person can be
impossible to find!
“We provide Retailers with strategies to build high performing teams, yet on many occasions Retailers
still feel out of their depth when attempting to recruit the Superstars that they want,” said Achievers
Group Managing Director, Tony Gattari, the man heralded with growing Harvey Norman’s Computer
Division from $9 million to $565 million in 9 years.
“Spin Personnel has been operating successfully for more than 15 years and counts National Retailers
such as Sumo Salad, Cue Stores, Howard’s Storage World and Millers Retail, amongst their clients.
“What makes Spin Personnel unique is their passion to provide outstanding personalised service,” Tony
Gattari continued.
While many recruitment companies adopt a ‘churn and burn’ approach using and discarding a large
number of candidates, Spin Personnel provides a personalised service that is only possible because of
their boutique nature.
“What makes Spin unique, is our passion to constantly seek out the brightest and most talented people
for our clients,” said Merle Klug, Spin Personnel’s Managing Director.
“We believe that achieving the perfect fit between client and candidate ensures that we add value to our
clients’ recruitment process. This is the basis of building a long-term career for our candidates,” she
added.
While it isn’t possible for Retailers to be experts in every area of business, Achievers Group is a
company they can call on to improve their weaknesses. If recruitment is one such weakness, Retailers
can now utilise the combined experience of Achievers Group and Spin Personnel to ensure they get the
right candidate, every time!
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About Achievers Group
Achievers Group partners with retailers and providers globally in achieving success. Achievers Group
takes the mystery out of retail through a process of Education, Inspiration, Motivation and Activation.
Achievers Group has worked with over 90 businesses, such as Australian Geographic, Australia Post,
Domayne, Harvey Norman, Rebel Sport, and The Good Guys

About Spin Personnel
Spin Personnel is a Retail-focused Recruitment Company that has been operating successfully for more
than 15 years and counts National Retailers such as Sumo Salad, Cue Stores, Howard’s Storage World
and Millers Retail, amongst their clients.

